NEW YORK, July 20, 2022 /PRNewswire/ -- It's no secret that we're living in an increasingly digital world. 'Screen time' has all but consumed our workplaces, educational settings and simply put, our free time. According to new research by Builder.ai® over 27% of Americans claim to have over 30 apps on their phone, but more than half of those admit to using only 10 or less. And of those apps being used, over 30% rank social media, entertainment and finance as the top three types of apps they could not live without.

“This research shows how integrated apps are with every aspect of our lives. We use them to socialise, bank, shop, eat and do business,” explains Sachin Dev Duggal, Co-Founder and Chief Wizard of Builder.ai. “And this is just the beginning – the future of apps is limitless. But there's this idea that apps are difficult to design and build – it's only for a select few with coding skills. And this perception restricts creativity and prevents good app ideas from ever getting started. That's why we started Builder.ai, an AI powered app development platform, where anyone with an idea can build an app in record time. We're about making software development accessible to everyone.”

Builder.ai, a leading AI-powered low-code/no-code app development platform, commissioned the research in both the US and UK to find out how people interact with their apps in 2022. The research explores everything from app usage and favorite apps to their views on app development and the skills needed to create an app.

When asked about the building behind their favorite app, 28% of respondents admit to not knowing how long it takes to develop an app, with the average length of time estimated by respondents was between 1 and 5 years. And over half (52%) believe coding experience and technical knowledge is needed to build an app. Builder.ai wants to change this perception and start by building apps in far less time than consumers think. With the rise of no-code/low-code platforms, entrepreneurs can now build, run and scale their app idea without the need for coding expertise. Employing a human-powered AI assembly line, Builder.ai delivers six times faster and 70% cheaper than using traditional development services – providing customers with a free prototype in less than 10 minutes.

The survey of 2,000 US adults commissioned by Builder.ai and conducted by OpinionMatters also revealed:
Today US consumers (47%) spend more time on apps than on the internet, indicating a need for developers to create more apps that meet users' genuine day-to-day needs.

Social media platforms (Instagram, Facebook, Twitter and TikTok) are the most popular type of app in the US, with 45% of users claiming they couldn't live without them - this number rises further among Gen Z respondents.

Many consumers (39%) say they wouldn't pay for an app, shutting the door on intended revenue streams and value adds.

Over half of those surveyed say they use apps for business post-pandemic, demonstrating the continued shift in today's ways of working and need for digitization.

To learn more, visit https://www.builder.ai.

About Builder.ai:

Builder.ai® is the next generation app development platform for every idea and company on the planet. The AI-powered assembly line fuses together Lego-like reusable features, using Building Blocks™ automation to reduce human effort, leveraging a verified network of experts to vastly extend development capabilities, and producing apps at almost zero failure rate that are multitudes cheaper and faster than traditional software development.

Led by serial entrepreneur Sachin Dev Duggal, Builder.ai is reshaping how software is built and operated with a suite of products and services, including BUILDER STUDIO, BUILDER CLOUD, BUILDER CARE, BUILDER NOW, BUILDER HIVE, STUDIO STORE and STUDIO RAPID. In 2020, Builder.ai was awarded ‘Hottest AI Startup' at the Europas for Europe’s successful tech start-ups and Best COVID-19 Innovation-Recovery at CogX and awarded 'Visionary' in the 2021 Gartner® Magic Quadrant™ for Multi-experience Development Platforms. Builder.ai is headquartered in London, supported by employees and hubs in Delhi NCR, Singapore, Los Angeles, Salt Lake City and Dubai.

The Builder.ai vision is to enable everyone to think it, order it and deploy it, within a day. For more information, visit www.builder.ai.
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